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Itʼs hard to imagine the level of devastation that
the Japan Tsunami caused. When Hurricane
Sandy hit the east coast of the U.S it reminded us
all once again. No power, no communication, no
transit. In addition Japan suffered from a nuclear
disaster that left regions of their country in shambles.
Initially, IFDA chapters helped with donations to
recovery efforts in each disaster area. Then
together they developed the idea for Take a Seat
to help keep the needs in focus.
Proceeds from IFDA Take a Seat gala auctions in
Japan, Southern California and New York will benefit
on-going relief efforts for the Japan Tsunami and
Hurricane Sandy victims as well as for local IFDA
chapter professional development. The Japan and
New York chapters investigated charities in their area
that continue to help the disaster victims with ongoing
needs long after the headlines are done.

MAY 2013
This international, simultaneous design exhibition featured up-cycled chairs creatively
redesigned by area members of the furnishings and design industry. In Japan, the Sangetsu
Osaka Showroom (sangetsu.co.jp) was host for the exhibit and parties. Southern California
held their exhibit and events at Planet Rooth Design Haus, San Diego (barrellymadeit.com)
and The Toto Gallery (totousa.com) hosted the NY kick-off and Lillian August Furnishings +
Designs (lillianaugust.com) was the venue for their exhibit and gala auction. Proceeds will
benefit Japan Tsunami Relief, Hurricane Sandy Relief and chapter professional development.

The International Furnishings and Design Association (IFDA), founded in New York City in
1947 and now with 16 chapters worldwide, provides a professional forum for
communication and interaction among its high-profile members. The IFDA, a not-for-profit
volunteer-run association, also promotes career advancement and educational
opportunities and is structured to increase public awareness of the furnishings and design
industry through specialized programming, networking and service to the community.

Take a Seat logo design: Erina Takeichi, Japan, fashionart-chameleon.blogspot.com
Folio Editors: Karen Wirrig, Maureen Klein, Yasue Ishikawa; Layout: Maureen Klein

The Tsunami Relief Restoration Support Association
Fukushima Forum, Osaka Japan was set up by a
refugee from Fukushima, an area severely hit by
the Tsunami. It assists the many Tsunami refugees
living in the Kansai area who need support both
financially and psychologically. IFDA Japan chose
this organization because it offers such care,
connecting refugees with one another to create a
strong sense of community as they recover from
devastating loss. fukushima-f.com.
Hometown Heroes, a 501(c)3 organization founded in 2008, provides assistance to the community
at large and helps any individual or family that suddenly finds itself in a crisis. Their “Restore the
Shore” campaign is an ongoing effort to assist local residents as they recover from the devastation
wrought by Hurricane Sandy. Monies raised will also be used for recovery efforts in Staten Island,
their new New York branch. njhometownheroes.org.

Our industry is all about home and living environments.
We wanted to help and hereʼs how we did it...together. Please,Take a Seat.
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NEW YORK
NY 1

My yard sale chair, low and
comfortable was re-imagined and
repurposed to evoke a Day in the
Garden– bringing the outside in & the
inside out. Upholstered in AstroTurf
grass material, I imagined sitting on
the lawn relaxing as the grass grows
up and around the chair, feeling the
beauty of nature as opposed to the
destruction of nature. I hope this
“Lawn Chair” will find its new home in
a wonderful outdoor living area,
maybe overlooking a beautiful lake.

NY 3

Lawn Chair

Andrea Algaze
Andrea Algaze Design Concepts

Lois Croce
Metropolitan Window Fashions

Artist and Designer, Andrea specializes in residential
design, color consulting, and home styling. I have
spent my career in many areas of design– Interiors,
Architectural, Industrial,
Fashion, Textiles &
Jewelry Design. I love the
idea of how all design can
be transforming. As an
IFDA member I am excited
to be participating with the
Global Design community
on this wonderful event.

My 80's Retro Chair was
purchased at Habitat for
Humanity Restore in NJ and
came with a damaged cane
back and boring vinyl seat. I
covered it with a bright
graphic fabric from HGTV
HOME Collection and
replaced the back with my
own original naive ʻmodern
artʼ acrylic painting.

NY 4

NY 2
Superheroes
"Tie the Golden Lasso"
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BREAKING NEWS …
Two of our favorite
Superheroes tied the
golden lasso. Superman
got down on one knee in
front of Metropolis City
Hall and proposed to
Wonder Woman. The
public union was held,
Thursday, May 16, 2013.
Special Thanks:
Fabrics: Robert Allen Fabrics
Upholstery & Refinishing: Dreams Upholstery

Lightning Strikes Twice

Irwin Feld
Irwin Feld Design

Christine Baumann
Christine Baumann Interiors LLC

Christine Baumann Interiors,
LLC established in 2003 is a
Full Service Residential and
Commercial Interior Design
establishment located in New
York. She has been featured in
HOUSE Magazine, HGTV.com,
Fabulous Floors and has been
awarded New Yorkʼs Queens
Chamber of Commerce
Buildings Award for Excellence.

"MOMA"seata

Irwin Feld is a multitalented visionary and
exceptional merchandiser
with over thirty years of
design experience. An avid
collector with a business
degree from Boston
University, he expanded
his successful design
business launching Irwin
Feld Design, a mid century modern gallery in Stamford
CT in 2005. Feld and partner Steve Cassler, launched
their CF Modern American-made collection in 2012.

I purchased this chic 40ʼs lounge
chair with sinewy lines several
years ago. Despite its condition, I
knew that it had enormous
potential. While I knew it needed
a total overhaul, I also knew that
good bones are good bones no
matter the condition and that this
was “The Chair”. My inspiration
for the redesign is our newest
four-legged family member and our
recently departed four legged family
member, both named Charlie.
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NY 5

Nancy Fire is the Creative
Director and Founder of Design
Works International.
Initially a fashion and lifestyle
studio, Design Works has
expanded into the home
furnishings arena.
Fire is the HGTV HOME Design
Director, a member of the Surtex
Advisory Council and has served
on the Advisory Board of the
Fashion Institute of Technology.

Heavy Metal

Jessica Geller, Virginia Toledo
id 810 design group

Nancy Fire found an antique
metal chair in NYC that she
used in her "Heavy Metal"
theme combining metal
inspired fabrics and finishes.
Nancy loves to repurpose
furniture while keeping an
updated sensibility by using
trend inspired influences. With
the importance of metal
accents in the home, this is a
perfect way to combine trend
and tradition by bringing
fabrics, finishes and style to a
simple structure.

Virgina and Jessica sourced
their chair at a Fairfield
County Habitat for Humanity
shop. It looked rather scary
with its dreary fabric, loose
legs and undone seams, yet
their theme, Dr. Jekyl and
Mrs. Hyde, showcased how
this dark, scary chair
transformed into a brighter,
happier self.

Northern Lights

Stacy Garcia #
#
Stacy Garcia Inc.
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Jessica Geller and Virginia Toledo,
the dynamic duo behind NYC based
id 810 design group, founded in 2006,
describe the aesthetic of their work as
embracing yesterday¹s classics with
today¹s luxuries. They have built their
business by listening to clients and
designing spaces that reflect dreams
and more importantly, the needs of
those living there. The balance of
thorough planning and a passion for the
unexpected give their projects a feeling
of modern, unpretentious luxury.

Special Thanks:
Ultimate Upholstery, 973-378-5924
ultimateupholstery10@yahoo.com

NY 8

#

Northern Lights by Stacy Garcia is as eye
catching a piece as the natural wonder. A
combination of emerald greens and metallic
shimmers, the Stacy Garcia fabrics for
LebaTex sparkle and shine. Dazzle in Onyx,
Cassiopeia in ʻNorthern Lightsʼ and Vamp in
Ebony, all align to create this star piece.

Dr. Jekyll Mrs. Hyde

Nancy Fire
Design Works International

Special Thanks: Ligia from Aligenky, East Quogue.

NY 6

NY 7

The Green Goddess

Rosemarie Hittmeyer
RMHome

Founder and CEO of the
Stacy Garcia lifestyle
brand and LebaTex, Inc.,
a Certified Women Owned Textile Company,
Stacy is respected for her inventive use of
color. Her signature designs and in-depth
knowledge of trends are informed by a rich
history of working first-hand with major
lifestyle and hospitality brands. She is a
chair holder of Color Marketing Group and
was voted one of the 10 leading voices in
the hospitality design industry and honored
by ASID for Design Excellence.

Green Goddess saunters
right off the fashion runways.
Wearing the latest coat of
sea glass colored metallic
paint and shimmering apple
green peau de soie, she
exudes femininity. This
French Rococo-style fauteuil
has cabriole legs and is
paired with a petit footstool
so delicate feet neednʼt touch
the ground. The piece de
résistance is the millinery
details on the chair back.

Rosemarie Hittmeyer started her career
as a fashion designer for evening wear,
hence her love of luxe fabrics, beading
and embroidery details. Since then she
has been working as a home products
designer and freelance marketing
consultant and has spent much of her
time on IFDA activities. Her days as
Chapter Administrator are her favorite.
She has returned to FIT now entering the Special Thanks:
interior design department to add those Chair/ Fabric: J.F. Fabrics, Fran Steinmetz, Flourishes; Paint:
Benjamin Moore; Upholstery help: Irene Mak, BFF Upholstery
credentials to her impressive resume.
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NY 9

Scott Hohl has been designing
and building his entire life. An early
love for wood has stayed with him
throughout his career and
continues to be the main material
in which he works. His style is
heavily influenced by mid-twentieth
century furniture. Clean and
simple, Scottʼs designs often have
an interlocking, puzzle-like quality.
Special Thanks:

Twice Removed

Mary Little
bius (designbius.com)

Twice Removed Is about
extending the usable life of
materials. Most products are
only one step removed from a
landfill. I choose to give these a
second life by crafting them into
something totally new. In this
way, these pieces become
Twice Removed. This piece is
crafted from discarded shipping
crates. Having been used only
once, for a very short time, this
lumber was headed to the
dump when I intercepted it.

Wear the chair, a chair to wear.
Two threads Iʼve longed to
weave together: a frame from
the historic collection of
master upholsterer Al Mario
and the beautiful fabrics of
Rosemary Hallgarten.
Inspired by 1950ʼs couture
evening dresses, my
thoughts were of a luxurious
sensation, and of how
glamorous you could look
wrapped in an Alpaca shawl.

Mary Little established her London
studio in 1991. In 1997 the designer
Peter Wheeler, joined her to form
bius studio. Relocating in 2005 to
New Haven, CT, the studio has built
on Maryʼs reputation for executing
innovative, exuberant commissions.
Her work can be found in private
collections in Europe and North
America, as well as the Victoria &
Albert Museum, London; Vitra Design
Museum, Basel, Switzerland and the
Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Paris.

Anna Israel
Anna_Israel@fitnyc.edu

Anna Israel
just completed her degree in
Home Products Development at
the Fashion Institute. After
leaving traditional business
school behind, she
has embraced interests in home
furnishings and industrial design.
Following internships with
Robert
Allen and Croscill Home,
Special Thanks:
Anna
is looking forward to a
Erik Selakoff, Peter Kabcenell, Kevin and Barbara Clouser for assistance
summer
of travel and new
and support; Jacqueline Barnes and Booth 1 Antiques and Collectables,
career opportunities.
The Robert Allen Group, Zarin Home, and Home Depot for chair materials.
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Special Thanks:
Al Marino and Rosemary Hallgarten for donating
the chair and the hand-dipped Ombre Baby Alpaca.

NY 12

Fasciatus

The name of this chair is
derived from that of the
Striped Beakfish. In April
2012, five fish of this species
were discovered alive in a
Japanese fishing boat that
came ashore in Washington
state. These fish survived the
journey across the Pacific
Ocean living amongst debris
from the Japanese Tsunami.

Martha: A chair to wear

Scott Hohl
Hohl Home Furnishings

George Nakashima and James Krenov: Giants in your time, you continue to inspire. Your influence can be
seen in this chair; and IFDANY for putting on this show and promoting the design industry in so many ways.

NY 10

NY 11

Bagabond

Andrea Mihalik, Janell Wysock
Wild Chairy, wildchairy.com

Andrea Mihalik (L) of Wild Chairy
creates one of a kind functional art
combining old world upholstery
techniques with unexpected fabric
choices. She is a graduate of Tyler
School of Art and former awardwinning photojournalist for the
Philadelphia Daily News.

Each chair at Wild Chairy is
crafted by hand using coil
springs, horsehair, all natural
cotton and white goose down
feathers to breathe new life
into these vintage treasures.
The ʻfabricʼ for this chair was
woven from plastic bags.

Janell Wysock is a textile designer
who creates ready-wear through
the weaving process or by hand
looming on the knitting machine.
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NY 13

Grace Kelly

Rose Ott
Rose Ott Interior Design

Rose Ott worked in fashion for
sportswear and couture
designer Louis Feraud before
launching her business Rose Ott
Interior Design, Merrick, LI, in
2003. She has been featured on
NBC Open House and George
to the Rescue, is co-chair VP of
Social Media for IFDANY and a
past Associate Editor of ASID.
Special Thanks:

Drawing inspiration from American
actress turned princess, this
Hurricane Sandy salvaged Bergère
chair, has a gorgeous carved swan
arm detail and embodies the
elegance, style and grace of its
namesake, Grace Kelly. The 1956
film The Swan symbolized the
rebirth of Kelly's career; in the
same fashion this ugly duckling
underwent a royal transformation
with a high gloss lacquer finish and
Trina Turk fabric by Schumacher.

Fellow Sandy victim, Frank Vacarro, Master of Furniture, for chair and
finish and Emanuel Decorators and Upholsterers for their craftsmanship.

NY 14

NY 15 !

Modern City Girl

Sarah Sarna Interior Design
Tina Ramchandani Interior Design
For Take A Seat, Sarah and
Tina found a sleek,
curvilinear, vintage-1970sstyle chair, generously
donated by Donghia, New
York, with labor generously
donated by Home Interiors
by Anthony Giaramita.
Sarna and Ramchandani
utilize posh patterns and
prints, thanks to Kravet,
and create a finished chair
inspired by chic New York
City living.

Peacock Throne

NY 16

Designs By Florence Perchuk Ltd

Skull A Mandre
Sam Simon
SamSimonProjects.com

The Peacock Throne was
created for a 17th century
Muglai Shah in India. The
throne is encrusted with
peacock feathers, rubies,
pearls and emeralds, the
symbols of power, nobility,
and spirituality. If you are
feeling "blah" or "blue"
imagine the glorious colors
of the peacock. These
symbols remain as valid
today, as in past centuries.
This antique Chinese side
chair, has been in the
Perchuk family for years.

Sam Simon spotted his
broken down princess in
Brooklyn at a Prop
Recycling House. His
inspiration is chinoiserie,
Goth Punk fashion, and
the NYC drag balls of the
1980s. Mr. Simon
combined elements like
gold leaf, metal spikes
and studs, and he hand
painted chinoiserie details
making over this dreary
chair into a shining star.

Florence Perchuk Team

Florence Perchuk: 40 years in interior
design, kitchen & bath design and still loving
it! Kent Brasloff: Interior Designer,
entrepreneur. Clients throughout the
metropolitan area. President of the
Manhattan chapter NKBA. Alexandra
Kustow: Principal in Alex Kustow Atelier.
Previously Bebe Winkler, Naomi Leff & Saks
Fifth Ave. Dave Burcher: 18 years in luxury
design & construction. Known for his
innovative problems solving. Molly Jarr:
Parsons grad. design asst. at Spaciality Inc.
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Manhattan based interior designers
Sarah Sarna and Tina Ramchandani
are the respective voices behind The
Life You Dream About and Life in
Sketch. Together their experience
totals 20 years working with New
Yorkʼs premier interior design firms.
Surrounded by Manhattan's top
designers, Sarna and Ramchandani's
design styles have been carefully
fashioned to reflect only the best.

The Sam Simon Studio was built from the
ground up, literally. With humble beginnings,
first projects were vibrant sidewalk drawings
on the streets of Boston and NYC. The
Studio is now working on numerous design
projects including an illustrated book. Clients
include: Betsey & Lulu Johnson, ABC Carpet
& Home, Versace, Toys R Us, Macyʼs and the
De Niro Family. Mr. Simon draws inspiration
from illustrated books, kitchenware,
chinoiserie, Dolly Parton, Liberace, Japanese
Cute, Art Deco, Fashion, and Music.
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NY 17

NY 19

Sea-Inspired

Claudia Giselle Tejeda
Claudia Giselle Design LLC
ClaudiaGiselle.com

Tamara Matthews-Stephenson
nestnestnest.blogspot.com
Since graduation from Syracuse
University and NY School of Interior
Design, Claudia has been busy as the
former President of IFDANY, founder
of Claudia Giselle Design, serving as
Director At Large for IFDA International
and is the NY Chapter Treasurer-Elect.

Tamara Stephenson found a "Plain Jane" yet sturdy
Baker mahogany Indonesian chair with straight lines
and a caned back at The “Arf” Thrift Shop in the
Hamptons. “The spirit of rebuilding is the inspiration for
my chair. Additionally, the notion and reminder that the
ocean and natural world are imposing, beautiful and
powerful. My chair is an homage to the sea”. Tamara
transformed it utilizing unique paint colors, antique
decoupage prints and ethereal fabric.
Special Thanks:
Paint: Farrow & Ball
Fabric: Robert Allen

My chair is inspired by: up-cycling; trash; ugliness; raw materials;
resurrection; angels; Alexander McQueen; haute couture; art;
fierce beauty; eroticism; masculine; feminine and juxtaposition.
Special Thanks: Christopher Hyland Inc., JC Furniture,
Maureen Klein Creative Design Services,
Pollack/Weitzner Trend Manufacturing Inc.

Upholstery: Martin Albert
Jana Platina Phipps

NY 18

Kids Rock

Michael Tavano
michaeltavano.com

Michael Tavano is an Interior
Designer, Product Designer and
stars in the BBCʼs hit series House of
the Year. Heʼs featured in The Wall
Street Journal, Bon Appetit, WWD,
Veranda, LUXE and ELLE Decor. He
is known for creating elaborately
themed pop-up jewel-box dining
environments for DIFFAʼs Dining by
Design, The Red Cross Red & White
Ball and the New York Botanical
Gardenʼs Orchid Dinner.
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Creatio Ex Materia

Says Tavano, “I just loved
the idea of doing a childʼs
chair, and this one was
sort of sad in its old brown
coat, it needed a new,
happy, jolly outfit! Also, I
thought about all of the
children who lost their
basic comforts due to
Hurricane Sandy and the
Tsunami, and the idea of
creating something for the auction that
would help get their comforts back made
me really want to do a childʼs chair.”

NY 20!

Roots

Sara Touijer
Touijer Designs
touijerdesigns.com

Touijerʼs “Roots Chair” is the epitome
of green design. A repurposed, antique
chair frame created a unique base for
the planted concept of the chair.
Succulent plants in the seat and the
moss upholstered back, give the chair
a creative and unexpected flair.
Special Thanks: West Elm for the plants

Designer Sara Touijer
quickly became highly
regarded and sought after in
NYC and Westchester.
This rising star of interior
design is appreciated for
her distinctive vision,
elegant style and
professionalism. Her work
inspires and reflects the
personality and creativity
of her clients.
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NY 21

Tri Bench

NY 23

Karim Rashid
Karim Rashid Inc.

Karim Rashid is one of the most
prolific designers of his generation.
Over 3000 designs in production,
over 300 awards and working in
over 40 countries, attest to Karim's
legend in the design world.

World renowned industrial designer, Karim
Rashid designed this prototype, calling it the
Tri Bench. Itʼs fluid lines show that even humble
and common materials like bent plywood can
result in an elegant product.

NY 22 Up on the Roof

KathArine Wood
Antonia Tile
antoniatile@yahoo.com

Katharine Wood is founder of
Antonia Tile, which creates
custom one-of-a-kind and
limited edition vitreous enamel
accent tiles and murals. These
tiles can be set into walls (e.g.
backsplashes, shower stalls,
fireplaces), framed as original
art, or used as inlays in
furniture. Katharine is an artist
and world traveler.
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Katharine found a
diminutive chair at a
local garage sale, but it
was in dire need of
refurbishing. Katharine
has incorporated some
of her custom tiles,
along with found objects,
into the design of the
chair, creating more of a
sculptural piece, typical
of the NYC skyline.

Forgotten Fauteuil

Dwayne Clark, Bob Gaynor
Clark Gaynor Interiors

Clark Gaynor Interiors is a boutique firm
providing comprehensive interior design and
architectural services for residential,
hospitality and institutional clients.
Operating from offices in NYC and Fairfield,
CT, they provide hands on experiences for
their clients throughout the USA.
Special Thanks To:
Pearson Furniture and the brilliant
team of Clark Gaynor Interiors.

Our inspiration is derived from a French Fauteuil
that has sustained many years on the ocean
floor. The framework represents the continuation
of periods styles from past to present. The
stately piece is suitable for any formal or relaxed
setting from one coast to the other.

Many thanks to the NY Chapter Sponsors for their Continuous Support

GOLD
3M
American Hardwood Information Center
Hunter Douglas
MAISON+OBJET PARIS
NY NOW ( Formerly NYIGF)
New York Design Center
Stacy Garcia, Inc.

SILVER
Benjamin Moore & Co.
Chelsea Frames
Cliff Young, Ltd.
Forty One Madison
Kravet Inc.
Resource Furniture
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Thank You New York Take a Seat Event Committee

JA 1 Accessory Stand Chair

Yasue Ishikawa
Managing Director
Risa Braire Co., Ltd.

Maureen Klein, IFDA New York Take a Seat Event Chairperson
Andrea Algaze
Dave Glassman
Mary Little
Bette Rothstein
Andrea Brodfeuhrer
Su Hilty
David Macaluso
Jay Sethi
Thomas Digirolomo
Rose Hittmeyer
Kara Marmion
Wendy Silverstein
Jamie Drake
Scott Hohl
Lisa McMahon
Michelle Slovak
Nancy Fire
Anna Israel
Luky Ng
Tamara Stephenson
Rose Gilbert, FIFDA
Susan Johnson
Rose Ott
Claudia Tejeda
Karl Green
Skye Kirby
Flora Poras
Jessica Tolliver
Janette Greenberg
Linda Kulla, FIFDA
Kim Price
Peter Wheeler

And Special Thanks to
Luky Ng for hosting the skype kick-off event at TOTO Gallery
Skye Kirby for providing the beautiful Lillian August Furnishings + Designs gala location,
window displays, signage, refreshments and to all the helpful and courteous staff there
Jamie Drake, Auction Gala MC and Karl Green, Auctioneer
David Macaluso, chair photographer, Claudia Tejeda asst.; Kelli Glancey, event photographer
Thomas Digirolomo, gala AV technician; and Anna Israel, Luky Ng, Kim Price, Maureen Klein
Peter Wheeler and Mary Little for chair display signage designs
Anna Israel, Andrea Brodfuehrer and Bette Rothstein for AV shows and graphics
Tamara Stephenson, Rose Ott, Lisa McMahon and Rose Gilbert, PR and Social Media experts
Janette Greenberg, Lisa McMahon and Nancy Fire for charity research
Rose Hittmeyer, Su Hilty and Linda Kulla for logistics, editorial and budget work
Benjamin Moore, Rose Hittmeyer, Su Hilty and Michelle Slovak for auction paddles
Gerard Gueudin, keyboard and vocals; Arthur Hnatek, drums, gala musicians
J Pocker Frames, for their raffle opportunity prize
Keurig, for providing a gift for the Peopleʼs Choice award winner
Larry Choiniere, Breakaway Courier Systems and Claudia Tejeda, Rose Ott for arranging

Yasue Ishikawa has an award winning design firm
based in Kobe, Japan serving commercial and
residential clients. Her firm has consistently won
awards from Window Fashions Magazine for her
elegant designs. After meeting IFDANY member
Maureen Klein in 2005 through a Long Island
designer showhouse, Yasue started the IFDA
Japan chapter and she and Maureen introduced
the concept of designer show houses to Japan.

JA 2 Imperfect Foot-Stool

Akiko Yamazaki
Workroom Director
Risa Braire Co., Ltd.

And to all the chair designers – without your personal creativity and commitment to
this exhibition it would not have been possible. You all are extraordinary!

And to our International and Regional Event Sponsors
I upholstered this quirky 3-legged bench
with a patchwork of left-over fabrics. Gold
leaf was applied to two of the legs, the
other remained as is. It is fun and a little
contemporary look as the legs are off
balance. A row of nailheads finished the
transformation.
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The seat base was
made from left over
scraps from my
house renovation
and branches were
picked up from a
nearby park when a
typhoon hit the area.
It serves as a
accessory stand.

Akiko is the “right arm” for
the design firm, Risa Braire,
Co. working up the creative
designs that the firm is so
well known for. The impact
of Sandy and the Tsunami
also made an impression on
her son Daiki who recently
spent 3-weeks in New York
volunteering by helping to
paint homes of victims of Hurricane Sandy and doing
research about Long Beach with Sustainable Long
Island. Many NY chapter members had the pleasure
of meeting this fine young man while he was here.
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JA 3

JA 5 Nature and HAPPY

Mysterious Bambi

Hitomi Fujimoto
Floral Designer
Acorns Flower Design Studio

Naoko Tsuchiya
Interior Designer
Bikentec Co., Ltd.

Naoko works as interior
designer for her familyʼs
long established
architectural firm. She also
writes a successful blog.

This chair is a simple stool which my son Michinari used. I covered
the seat with Bambi-like fake fur. For the legs I used a combination
of purple slub and white fancy yarn. To everyoneʼs surprise and
amusement, when somebody sits down, a tail appears quietly.

JA 4

It is no wonder with Hitomiʼs skill with flowers that her upcycled
chair would be a vision from nature. A basic cube was fitted
with a plaster top where assorted cross-cut sections of tree
branches could be inserted at different heights. These were
interspersed with bits of lacy greenery. The sides of the box
were covered with fabric wrapped scrap pieces of wood, adding
more dimension to the once plain cube. A garden variety of
flowers were attached as though climbing up the sides. The
chair top can be opened so the lucky person can rest and feel
like they are sitting in a valley of nature.

JA 6 Reborn

Three Nested Benches

Kaoru Okeya
President, Blanc Plan LLC
Interior Designer and Contractor

Kaoru, always thinking multi-function when
designing kitchen spaces (her specialty), gave
these sturdy, nesting tables double use with
the help of beautiful Obi, the traditional
kimono belt. She formed colorful seat covers
from the fabric, accenting the ends to a point
and adorning with a little bling trim. In a flash,
the seat covers can be removed easily, so
once again accent tables with their striking
painted antique-finish are ready and waiting.
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Nobuyuki Masahara
Interior Designer
Nobuyuki Design Office Inc.
Nobu owns a successful retail home furnishings store
in Kobe as well as a thriving interior design practice.
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JA 7a
Re
JA 7b Seat to Watch the Setting Sun

JA 9

Makiko Issha
Interior Decorator

Fascinated by light, Makiko presented two illuminating
designs. On the first, she painted an old folding chair whitebut with special effects through optical fibers- its slipcover
provides an ever changing vision of forest, stars in the sky or
the tranquil sea...Then thinking of the real seascapes she so
enjoys, she added one of her Osaka showhouse pieces which
provides a perfect spot to sit and watch the setting sun.

JA 8

Toyotomi G

Shinya Nakao
Daiko Electric Co., Ltd.

Shinya is a former President of
IFDA Japan. He is the Marketing
Director for Daiko Electric Co.Ltd. in
Osaka and also founder of a lighting
school in Japan, lighting-school.com.
He has a passion for buses and if
ever you meet him, be sure to ask to
see his extensive collection of model
buses from around the world.

The simple wooden folding chair was given a gleaming,
golden coat which defies the inherent nature of the
wood. Hideyoshi Toyotomi, the famous Japanese
warrior, would have surely loved the golden chair.

JA 10 Angelʼs Swings

Chair to Reflect the Human Body

Yoko Sakaguchi, Yukari Kato
Yʼs Hands
Interior Designer Unit Company

Tsubasa Kono
Gallery Sojiro

An action of sitting wakes up tension of using the body
and brings the otherwise unconscious body to
consciousness. It stirs up the physicality of the body.
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We remade the baby chair into a new chair and
called it “Angelʼs Swings”. The soft fabrics and
fluffy feather filling made it angel soft, a perfect
place to treasure and cuddle a little one. The
project helped us remember to take good care of
old things and filled us with our happy memories.
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JA 11 See and Feel Seat

JA13 Spool kitsch chair

Masahiro Yamauchi
Nine Per One

Masayo Andou
StudioMA

The chair which I made expresses the
atmosphere that a child might describe in a
three dimensional painting. It is a work that
overflows in tolerance and simplicity. I love
to imagine that you can sit down to enjoy it.
If this chair can help heal the hearts of
various places that have encountered the
damage of an earthquake disaster and the
hurricane, even just a little, then it will
make us all a little more happy.

After graduating from art college, Masayo now
presides over StudioMa. She oversees production
from design concept and development to the final
completed products requested by leading
manufacturers. She recently collaborated and
participated in Milano Salone 2012 where her work
showed off the beauty of traditional Japanese
craftsmanship. Her pieces were also published in
2012 CITY LIVING & DESIGN (Japan hall) and her
work was also featured in the 4-month 2013
“TuTuMu exhibition at Milano 1st”.

JA12 SUKI+Ma
rede = Re Design Project

I was feeling kind
of kitschy, taking
an old dining chair
to new heights. A
colorful patchwork
was stretched
over the drop seat
and the frame was
highlighted with
bright blue paint and a
gradient blue yarn which
I wound around the legs.

JA14

Nest Chair

Koji Sakai
Design Director & Architect
SIESTA International Associates

Scrap wood was used for this piece and
demonstrates the utility and value of
salvaging wood once considered a waste.
The sofa cloth is made of Japanese washi
paper The utility value of Japanese washi
paper is also shown.
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We have many beautiful Japanese traditions.
The word "Suki" is from the Heian Era
(Medieval Period in Japan). Literally Suki
means like or love. It is the way to express
your appreciation of an elegant tradition or
accomplishment, such as the Japanese tea
ceremony or the art of flower arrangement.
The design of ʻSukiʼ characteristically is
simple yet elegant. ʻMaʼ means the gap of
time and space. Ma is also the usual word
for room. Please feel the new traditional form
of Suki with this appreciation of Japanese
shapes and colors.

Moriss Kougeisya– the only person
with a furniture upholsterer's
master's title in Osaka.

Hideki & Shio Nishigaki
Decorators
Comfortableness is a speciality. Regrettably, the original chair
did not meet the comfort criteria. Now covered with cushioned
cloth it changed into a TRUE NEST. The upholstery work is
very difficult due to the 3D curve. What wonderful and
comforting results!
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JA15

Elegant Chabako (Tea Box)

Thank You Japan Take a Seat Event Committee

Maki Miyata
Atelier Joie, Founder

Yasue Ishikawa, IFDA Japan Take a Seat Event Chairperson

Maki is also an Occupation
Certified Instructor of
Interior Chabako Club.

Hitomi Fujimoto
Makiko Issha
Akari Koike
Midori Sugaya
Kayoko Inoue

Shinya Nakao
Kaoru Okeya

—Volunteers—
Tamao Takahagi

Naoko Tsuchiya
Norihiko Yamawaki
Akiko Yamazaki
Norika Morita
Eiko Kubo

And to all the chair designers – without your personal creativity and commitment to
this exhibition it would not have been possible. You all are extraordinary!
This particular piece is made from a silk HAORI (a coat for
KIMONO). Furnished with wooden legs, it can be used as a chair.
This HAORI was given to me by a friend. It was her late motherʼs
and was too small for her to wear. She had asked me to give it
another chance to thrive as an INTERIOR CHABKO, for it would
otherwise be just an unappreciated garment in a dresser drawer.

Thank you Sangetsu for Hosting our Events
and to
Yasushi Furukawa, Sangetsu
Ribeka Sano, Gala Master of Ceremonies
Kayoko Kogami, Sangetsu
Erina Ito, Asahi News
Takayuki Kawaraguchi, Sangetsu
Saki Kagotani, Violinist, Gala Musician
Erina Takeichi, Take a Seat Logo Design

We Appreciate the Help and Support of our Local Sponsors
JA16 Motherʼs Memory Chair

Midori Nakamura
Craft Specialist

Ai Cube Co., Ltd.
Ark Build Co., Ltd.
Asada Transportation & Warehouse Ltd.
BIKEN TEC CO., LTD.
Creer
Daiko Electric Co., Ltd.
Half Block Corporation
HINODE SHOUKAI Co.,Ltd.

Hoi Hoi Café
KAGO Music Office
Light Sougei Co., Ltd.
Masaaki Kitamura
Nishikiya Group Crystal Terrace Nature
Rikkyo International Corp.
United Societies of Design, Osaka
YOKOYAMA KIKO Co.

Special Thanks to our International and Regional Event Sponsors
My mother had used this chair
for many years and tried to
throw it away. I asked to have it
for I saw potential. We decided
to cover it with silver leaf and
upholster with an updated fabric
sporting words to dream about.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Design Forward Collective is a group of
designers supporting designers paving a
new path for our industry, working
together to inspire and positively impact
the surrounding community about the
value of quality design.

CA 1 Sit-Dare to Rest

Eva Clemens
Studio Europa

CA 3

Alluring Mind

CA 4

On the Fence

DFC CHAIR TEAM:
Swiss born and trained, Eva
Clemens and partner Markus
Zaugg have been making
premium cabinets and furniture
for over a decade and recently
added LEICHT, a German
kitchen line to their showroom.

My creation is an invitation to
sit, take a break for a moment...
dare to pause,
dare to be still,
dare to rest,
dare to “Take a Seat”
even if it is uncomfortable.
My idea- create a chair from scrap wood I have been
collecting for 10 years. At last, these perfect and varied
species could be recycled into something of beauty and
function!

Kristin Kostamo-McNeil
Jessica Judd Chevalier
Candy Barton
Amy Meier
Special Thanks:
Allison Miller, Donghia, fabric donations, donghia.com; Joan Bonetti
Bella Decorative Arts, decorative painting, belladecorativearts
Garcia Furniture Design, upholstery work, garciafurnituredesign.com
Gloria Muriel, muralist; Lisa Davis Upholstery, chair donation

CA 2 Purple Rain

Daniel Gooding
BarrellyMadeIt

Davis-Stary Team
A custom dyed, acid etched hide
from Paris was used to create this
amazing contemporary chair.
Lisa Davis comes from a fine art background of drawing & painting, and approaches upholstery
as a hand crafted art. She's had her upholstery business in San Diego since 1996, and has
partnered with Mark Stary in the past creating furniture works of art.
Mark Stary has been practicing interior design in San Diego since 1985. Passionate for modern
design, his style is all about approachable, clean, simple lines that offer warmth, texture and
comfort. His projects with Lisa Davis Upholstery reflect quality, style and craftsmanship.
Special Thanks:
Hold-It Home, 1570 Camino de la Reina, San Diego, CA
holdithome.com, for the original chair; Kristin Farmer of ACES –
Autism Comprehensive Educational Services for donating the hide.
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Daniel Gooding is a native of San
Diego and a recent graduate at San
Diego State University majoring in
Applied Design with emphasis in
Furniture Design and Woodworking.
Currently working as a craftsman at
BarrellyMadeIt, he is eager to
continue his career in furniture
making and embraced the challenge
of creating a chair for Take a Seat.

Daniel used reclaimed fence material (pine)
and bass wood as well as old oak arm rests he
found in a scrap bin at school.
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CA 5

Painted Elements

CA 7
Fluted Stave/Wine Barrel Chair

Keith Greene
GreeneArtProductions

Keith Greene, originally from
Brooklyn, NY, realized early on
that he was destined to be an
artist. He graduated from the
HS of Art and Design in 1984
and continued his education at
the School of Visual Arts in NYC.
He lived in Sweden for 13 years
then returned to the USA in 2001
and now lives and works in San
Diego, CA as a Tattoo and
freelance artist.

Keithʼs chair was inspired by legends of the Japanese gods.
Fugin, Japanese god of the wind is depicted on the front. In
Japanese mythology, the Namazu 鯰 or Onamzu 大鯰 is a giant
catfish (on back) who causes earthquakes. He lives in the mud
under the islands of Japan, and is guarded by the god Kashima
who restrains the catfish with a stone. When Kashima lets his
guard fall, Namazu thrashes about, causing violent earthquakes.

Special Thanks:
Lisa Davis for the chair; Karen Wirrig for paint and Gustaf Rooth for his help.

CA 6

Get Off Your Seat

Julia Rasor
Rasors Sculptures

I have always loved art. I
painted some in my
teens and was
introduced to a
wonderful group of
figurative sculptors in
2009. I showed up and
sculpted “First”. I am
more surprised than
anyone that I can sculpt.
By profession I am a clinical scientist,
inventor, entrepreneur, and serial CEO
starting new medical device companies.
Now I am fascinated and addicted to
sculpting. What joy it has brought to my
already very satisfying life.

The chair is an antique that has been in my family for over 50
years, I grew up using this chair to get books off of high shelves
in our library/family room. I love this, great fun and great cause!
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Gustaf Anders Rooth
Barrelly Made It
Gustaf Anders Rooth is a Master
Craftsman, avid painter, sculptor, chef
and designer. A native of Sweden,
Rooth earned his bachelorʼs degree in
industrial design from the University of
Malmoe. There, he trained as a master
craftsman while studying woodworking,
manufacturing, metal fabrication,
welding and business.
Special Thanks:
To Mom and Dad, Benjamin Lavender, Jonas,
Erik, Daniel, Rob and the entire BMI crew.

Using wine and whiskey barrels that have
given all they can to spirits, Gustaf
repurposes the pieces and parts into fine
furniture. This international event that
focused on chairs spoke to him so he
offered his gallery, his help and his support
to make Take a Seat successful.

CA 8
Coming Together

Dennis Schlentz
Dovetail Furnishings

Dennis used walnut hardwood which was salvaged
from a development site when the grove was
removed in Riverside County for housing.
Using techniques similar to George Nakashima,
he created this tête a tête bench. This is truly a
unique heirloom piece of the highest quality.

Dennis Schlentz,
master craftsman and
owner of Dovetail
Furnishings for over 30
years, specializes in
building and installation
of custom cabinets,
furniture and exotic
wood enclosures for
San Diego homes and commercial
settings. We design, build, finish
and install both residential and
commercial cabinets, furniture
and many other wood products.
Dovetailfurnishings.com
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CA 9

Mary Mai's Betwixt Mix

CA 11

Team Schumacher

Adrienne Kravchuk has been
with Schumacher since June of
2012, working in the Orange
County, San Diego, Palm Desert
and Arizona areas. She has
extensive experience in
hospitality, luxury residential
and commercial design.

CA 10

Karen Taggart

Chiang Mai Dragon - One of Schumacher's
best-loved designs, it was originally derived
from an exuberant 1920's Art Deco era block
print and Malmaison Tape Tangerine, an
elegant and modern band, features a design
derived from classical architectural borders.
Special Thanks:
Witford Laguna donated a Swaim Classic chair and
upholstery expert Lisa Davis stepped up to form this team
using a colorful palette of Schumacher fabrics and trims.

The color orange radiates
warmth and happiness. The
color psychology of orange is
optimistic and uplifting,
rejuvenating our spirit.
Blooming is synonymous with
flourishing and prospering.
Take a seat or donʼt. Either
way you canʼt help but feel
the energy and attraction of
this one-of-a-kind piece.
Located in University Heights, Shades of Light is San Diegoʼs premier window covering dealer.
The boutique style showroom serves residential and commercial customers and has a wide
variety of displays to stimulate the imagination and reveal the possibilities for office and home
window coverings. Karen Taggart started the business 10 years ago after spending 15 years in
the contract furniture industry. She and her team of experienced designers bring a strong history
in the window covering industry.

MaiTaiʼm Out

CA 12

Amber Style is a freelance residential color
and design consultant, currently attending
Design Institute of San Diego to complete
a BFA in Interior Design. She began her
creative journey as a financial analyst.
Amber works to combine these seemingly
disparate lines of thought to evoke
refreshed fascination with that which was
previously deemed mundane.
Amber Style Environments

So Shoe Me!

Karen C. Wirrig, FIFDA

Amber Style
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Bloomin Orange

The inspiration came from a mid-day
cocktail had with a girlfriend after finding a
rusty, old beach chair at a local flea market!
Mai-Taiʼm Out provides an inviting and
festive respite for those moments you need
a change of state. Sit back, relax, and
enjoy a bit of paradise!

Starting with an antique Victorian Eastlake
parlour chair, I wanted to give something old
a glamour shot makeover. A galʼs love for
shoes and chairs collides to create a
whimsical piece with "attitude”.

An interior designer for nearly two decades
she says, “I create comfort zones”. Take a
Seat evolved after Maureen Klein and I
took a trip to Japan at the invitation of the
chapter there. It just proves how much can
Special Thanks:
come from international exchange and
Paula Tocker at H&R Fabrics in Phoenix, AZ for the
inspiration! karencoledesigns.com
bling, and Gustaf Rooth for a little fine woodworking.
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Thank You Southern California Take a Seat Event Committee
Projects of this scale require many hours of planning, preparation and execution.
Thank you to everyone who participated in this event.
Event Committee
Karen C. Wirrig, FIFDA, Take a Seat International Coordinator
IFDA-SoCal 2013 Co-President and chair exhibitor
Gustaf Anders Rooth, Jr. Exhibition gallery owner and chair exhibitor
Lisa Davis,IFDA-SoCal 2013 Co-President and chair exhibitor
Chef Rob Conaway, Menu planning, acquisition, and chef for two events

Event Volunteers
Christina Cabra
Chris Jordan

Megan OʼHargan
Erik Olofgors

Susan Putman
Steve Wirrig

A special thank you to
Everyone at BarrellyMadeIt for your great support of this event
Planet Rooth Design Haus, our amazing exhibition location in San Diego
Nathan Padilla Bowen, for professional photography services
Clyde Dugosh and Michael Breitenstein of Inscriptu Printing for excellent printed materials
Karen Krasne for Extraordinary Desserts
Vicki Marango at Wanted Marketing
KUSI-Channel 9 for television coverage
Kate Leonard, San Diegoʼs Honorary Consul General to Japan, for attending and supporting this event
Scott Bowman, our charity auctioneer
Sandra French at Blake House
Chas Tiernan at Witford Laguna
Diego Delivery for providing transport services
Opportunity prizes donated by Amber Style, Karen Wirrig, Lisa Davis and Philips Lighting
Keurig, for providing a gift for the Peopleʼs Choice award winner
And to all the chair designers – without your personal creativity and commitment to this
exhibition it would not have been possible. You all are extraordinary!

We are very grateful for our International and local sponsors whose
support was essential for the success of this fundraising event.
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NEW YORK PARTICIPANTS
NY 1#
#
#
#
#
#

Lawn Chair
Andrea Algaze
Andrea Algaze Design Concepts
Jericho, New York, USA
1-516-457-9550
gazer5@aol.com

NY 8#
#
#
#
#
#

The Green Goddess #
Rosemarie Hittmeyer #
RMHome
Long Beach, New York, USA
1-917-583-1716
rhittmeyer@aol.com

NY 2#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Superheroes "Tie the Golden Lasso"
Christine Baumann
Christine Baumann Interiors LLC
Howard Beach, New York, USA
1-718-845-1321
christinebaumann.com
info@christinebaumann.com

NY 9#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Twice Removed # #
Scott Hohl #
#
Hohl Home Furnishings
Ridgewood, New York, USA
1-602-435-9649#
hohlhome.com
scotthohl@hohlhome.com

NY 3#
#
#
#
#
#

"MOMA"seata #
Lois Croce
Metropolitan Window Fashions
1-908-755-4700 x 131
NY and NJ locations
windowfashions.com - fabricland.com

NY 10#
#
#
#
#
#

Fasciatus #
#
Anna Israel #
#
#
Fashion Institute of Technology
New York, New York, USA
1-724-799-1183
Anna_Israel@fitnyc.edu

NY 4#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Lightning Strikes Twice
Irwin Feld#
Irwin Feld Design
Stamford CT
1-203-588-0567
irwinfelddesign.com
irwin@irwinfeld.com

NY 11#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Martha: A chair to wear # #
Mary Little #
#
bius
North Haven, Connecticut, USA
1-203-287-8046
designbius.com
Mary@designbius.com

NY 5#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Heavy Metal #
#
Nancy Fire #
#
Design Works International
New York, New York, USA
1-212-594-0777
nfire@designworksintl.com
designworksintl.com

NY 6#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Northern Lights
Stacy Garcia#
#
Stacy Garcia Inc.
Nanuet, New York, USA
1-845-426-5806
stacygarciainc.com
sg@stacygarciainc.com

NY 12#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Bagabond #
Andrea Mihalik, Janell Wysock
Wild Chairy
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
1-856-524-0943
wildchairy.com
andrea@wildchairy.com
janellwysock.com
janellwysock@yahoo.com

NY 7#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Dr. Jekyll Mrs. Hyde #
Jessica Geller, Virginia Toledo
id 810 design group, inc
New York, New York, USA
1-646-701-5016
id810designgroup.com
jessica@id810designgroup.com

NY 13# Grace Kelly
#
Rose Ott
#
Rose Ott Interior Design
#
Merrick, New York, USA
#
1-516-867-7800
#
roseottinteriors.com
#
roseott@roseottinteriors.com
Did you know?
IFDA Take a Seat 2013 was featured in San Diego Home Garden,
Metropolis Design Guide, Danʼs Papers, was part of NYCxDesign
Initiative, had a full color story in Asahi, Japanʼs 6 million circ.
daily newspaper, went LIVE on San Diegoʼs KUSI NEWS TV (3x)
and on and on...
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JAPAN PARTICIPANTS
NY 14#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Peacock Throne
Florence Perchuk Team:
Kent Brasloff, Molly Jarr,
Alexandra Kustow, Dave Burcher
Designs By Florence Perchuk Ltd
New York, New York, USA
1-212-662-9840
FPerchuk@aol.com

NY 15 # Modern City Girl#
#
Sarah Sarna Interior Design
#
New York, New York, USA
#
1-212-960-8912
#
sarahsarna.com
#
sarah@sarahsarna.com#
#
and
#
Tina Ramchandani Interior Design
#
tinaramchandani.com
#
tina@tinaramchandani.com
NY 16 # Skull A Mandre #
#
Sam Simon#
#
#
Sam Simon Projects
#
New York, New York, USA #
#
1-212-358-3435
#
samsimonprojects.com
#
sam@samsimonprojects.com
NY 17 # Sea-Inspired
#
Tamara Stephenson
#
Tamara Matthews-Stephenson Design
#
New York, New York, USA
#
1-917-328-1201
#
nestnestnest.blogspot.com
#
tamarastephenson1@gmail.com
#
NY 18 # Kids Rock
#
Michael Tavano#
#
Michael Tavano Design
#
New York, New York, USA
#
1-646-476-7070
#
mtcustom.com
#
mt@michaeltavano.com
NY 19 # Creatio Ex Materia
#
Claudia GiselleTejeda
#
Claudia Giselle Design LLC
#
New York, New York, USA
#
1-516-859-5522
#
ClaudiaGiselle.com
#
claudia@claudiagiselle.com
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NY 20#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Roots
Sara Touijer
Touijer Designs
Bronxville, New York, USA
1-646-209-0136
touijerdesigns.com
stouijer@gmail.com

NY 21 # Tri Bench
#
Karim Rashid
#
Karim Rashid Inc.
#
New York, New York, USA
#
1-212-929-8657
#
karimrashid.com
#
jessica@karimrashid.com
NY 22#
#
#
#
#
#

Up on the Roof
KathArine Wood
Antonia Tile
New Brunswick,New Jersey, USA
1-609-529-8872
antoniatile@yahoo.com

NY 23 # Forgotten Fauteuil
#
Dwayne Clark, Bob Gaynor
#
Clark Gaynor Interiors
#
New York, New York, USA
#
1-212-391-2033
#
clarkgaynor.com
#
dwayne@clarkgaynor.com
#
bob@clarkgaynor.com
Chair Photography
#
David Macaluso of Claudia Giselle Design
#
New York, New York, USA
#
1-516-650-5167
#
davidmacaluso.com
#
david@claudiagiselle.com
Event Photography
#
Kelli Glancey
#
Hoboken, New Jersey, USA
#
1-201-919-3540
#
kelliglancey@hotmail.com
MC Host
#
Jamie Drake
#
Drake Design Associates
#
New York, New York, USA
#
1-212-754-3099
#
drakedesignassociates.com
#
jamiedrake@drakedesignassociates.com

Auctioneer
#
Karl Green
#
Director, Furniture & Decorative Arts,
#
Bonhams , New York
#
580 Madison Avenue #
#
New York, New York USA 10022
#
1-212-710-1305
#
bonhams.com/us
#
karl.green@bonhams.com
#
NY Take a Seat Chair: Maureen Klein
#
Maureen Klein Creative Design Services
#
Great Neck, NY, USA
#
1-516-482-7790
#
MaureenKlein.com
#
getklein@optonline.net
IFDA Chapter Headquarters
#
IFDA NY
#
Att: Rose Hittmeyer
#
New York Design Center
#
200 Lexington Avenue, Suite 417
#
New York, NY 10016
#
1-212-686-6020
#
ifda.com/new-york-chapter
#
ifdanyny@verizon.net

JA 1#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Accessory Stand Chair
Yasue Ishikawa
Risa Braire Co., Ltd.
Kobe, Japan
81-78-341-0520
risabraire.com
ishikawa@risabraire.com

JA 2#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Imperfect Foot Stool
Akiko Yamazaki
Risa Braire Co., Ltd.
Kobe, Japan
81-78-341-0520
risabraire.com
yamazaki@risabraire.com

JA 3#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Mysterious Bambi
Naoko Tsuchiya
BIKENTEC CO.,LTD.
Habikino, Japan
81-72-957-2724
nao5tsuchiya.jimdo.com/
naoko_tsuchiya@topaz.zaq.jp

JA 4#
#
#
Norihiko Yamawaki,
#
Japan Chapter
#
President, (in black), #
presents a proclamation #

about the charity.

JA 5#
#
Below, Auctioneer
#
Green and MC Drake #
wow the crowd at the #
#
NY auction.
#
JA 6#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Three Nested Benches
Kaoru Okeya
Blanc Plan LLC
Hirakata, Osaka, Japan
81-72-867-8849
blanc-plan.com
blanc-plan@nifty.com
Nature and HAPPY
Hitomi Fujimoto
Acorns Flower Design Studio
Kawanisi, Japan
81-72-759-9553
acorns-flowerdesign.com
acorns@uj.lolipop.jp
Reborn
Nobuyuki Masahara
Nobuyuki Design Office Inc
Kobe, Japan
81-78-393-0256
nobuyuki@nobu-s.com#
nobu-s.com
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA PARTICIPANTS
JA 7#
#
#
#
#

Re; Chair to Watch the Setting Sun#
Makiko Issha
Moriguchi, Osaka, Japan
81-75-661-1802
maquinha.fior@gmail.com#

JA 8#
#
#
#
#
#

Chair to Reflect the Human Body
Tsubasa Kono
Gallery Sojiro
Hirakata, Osaka, Japan
81-78-452-2324
gimenart711@gmail.com

JA 9#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Toyotomi G
Shinya Nakao
DAIKO ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.
Osaka, Japan
81-6-6222-6250
lighting-daiko.co.jp/
Shinya_Nakao@lighting-daiko.co.jp

JA 10#
#
#
#
#
#

Angelʼs Swings
Yoko Sakaguchi, Yukari Kato
Yʼs Hands
Osaka, Japan
ys-hands-19-19.blog.so-net.ne.jp/
kato-y1015@r5.dion.ne.jp

JA 11#
#
#
#
#
#

See and Feel Seat
Masahiro Yamauchi
NINE PER ONE
Fukuoka, Japan
81-92-985-1501
masauchi@nine-per-one.com

JA 12#
#
#
#
#
#
#

SUKI+Ma
Koji Sakai
SIESTA International Associates
Osaka, Japan
81-6-6535-5213
siesta-international-associates.com
syakai@sia-furniture.com

JA 13#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Spool kitsch chair
Masayo Andou
StudioMA
Ibaragi, Osaka, Japan
81-72-740-2227
studio-ma.jp
a-masa@hcn.zaq.ne.jp

CA 1 #
#
#
#
#
#
#

Sit-Dare to Rest
Eva Clemens
Studio Europa, Inc.
Lemon Grove, CA, USA
1-619-460-8600
studioeuropainc.com
eva@studioeuropainc.com

CA 7#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Fluted Stave/Wine Barrel Chair
Gustaf A. Rooth, Jr.
BarrellyMadeIt
San Diego, CA, USA
1-619-297-9663
barrellymadeit.com
gustaf@barrellymadeit.com

JA 14#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Nest Chair
Hideki & Shio Nishigaki
DECORATORS
Takatsuki, Osaka, Japan
81-72-683-5115
decorators.jp
Info@decorators.jp

Coming Together
Dennis Schlentz
Dovetail Furnishings
Ramona, CA, USA
1-619-977-4105
dovetailfurnishings.com
dovetailfurnishings@cox.net

Elegant Chabako (Tea Box)
Maki Miyata
Atelier Joie
Interior Chabako Club
Japan

Purple Rain
Lisa Davis and Mark Stary
San Diego, CA, USA
Lisa Davis Upholstery
1-619-283-5429
lisadavisupholstery.com
lisaup320@yahoo.com
Mark Stary Design
1-619-847-6759
markstary.com
design@markstary.com

CA 8#
#
#
#
#
#
#

JA 15#
#
#
#
#

CA 2#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

JA 16#
#
#

Motherʼs Memory Chair
Midori Nakamura
Ashiya, Hyogo, Japan

CA 3#
#
#
#
#
#

Alluring Mind
Design Forward Collective
c/o Kristin Kostamo
San Diego, CA, USA
1-619-550-6577
kostamo_kristin@yahoo.com

CA 9#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Mary Mai's Betwixt Mix
Adrienne Kravchuk/Team Schumacher
F. Schumacher Fabrics
Laguna Niguel, CA, USA
1-978-387-6977
fschumacher.com
akravchuk@fsco.com

#
#
#
#
#
#

Take a Seat Logo Design:
Erina Takeichi
Fashion & Art Chameleon
Kobe, Japan
fashionart-chameleon.blogspot.jp/
chameleon.gmw@gmail.com

CA 4#
#
#
#
#
#

On the Fence
Daniel Gooding
DANG
Lakeside, CA, USA
1-619-548-3979
daniel@barrellymadeit.com

CA 10#
#
#
#
#
#

Mai Taiʼm Out
Amber Style
Amber Style Environments
San Diego, CA, USA
1-619-392-6900
style.amber@gmail.com

CA 5#
#
#
#
#

Painted Elements
Keith Greene
GreeneArtProductions
San Diego, CA, USA
1-619-818-8844
greeneart@hotmail.com

CA 11#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Bloomin Orange
Karen Taggart
Shades of Light San Diego
San Diego, CA, USA
1-619-546-4967
shadesoflightsd.com
karen@shadesoflightsd.com

IFDA Japan Chapter Headquarters
#
IFDA Japan
#
Risa Braire Co., Ltd.
#
8-5-7 Kitanagasadori Chuoku
#
Kobe Japan 650-0012
#
81-78-341-0520
#
ifdajapan.com and ifda.com/japan-chapter

Meeting new friends across the globe while Taking a Seat!

CA 6#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Get Off Your Seat
Julia Rasor
Rasors Sculptures
San Diego, CA
1-858-999-0818
rasorssculptures.com
jsrasor@RasorsSculptures.com

Event Photography
#
Nathan Padilla Bowen
#
Encinitas, CA, USA
#
1-619-804-0863
#
Padillabowen.com
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CA 12 # So Shoe Me!
#
Karen C. Wirrig, FIFDA
#
Karen Cole Designs
#
Carlsbad, CA, USA
#
1-602-321-9154
#
karencoledesigns.com
#
karen@karencoledesigns.com
Exhibition Location
#
Planet Rooth Design Haus
#
BarrellyMadeIt Custom Furniture
#
San Diego, CA, USA
#
1-619-297-9663
#
Barrellymadeit.com
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AND THE PEOPLEʼS CHOICE WINNERS ARE...

TAKE A SEAT EVENT CHAIRS
What began as an idea during an IFDA educational exchange program in Japan,
which happened to coincide with Hurricane Sandy, has blossomed into an event that
we hope will have a long future in IFDA. This first international exhibition, Take a
Seat, really shows the amazing talent of members of the furnishings and design
industry as they up-cycled old chairs or existing materials into unique creations. On
behalf of IFDA chapters in Southern California, Japan and New York we welcome
you to our inaugural event and thank you for your participation and help in making
this event happen.
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Thanks for the Memories 2013 Take a Seat Hosts
1. Californians at Planet Rooth Design
Haus, San Diego, wave to Japan and
New York during skype kick-off.
2. Designerʼs chairs grace Lillian
August windows along 19th and
20th Streets, just off 5th Ave., NYC.
3. Japan party-goers gather in front
of one of the Osaka Sangetsu
Showroomʼs colorful backdrop.
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Karen Cole Wirrig, FIFDA,
was the international chair
for this first Take a Seat
event. She is the current
co-president of the
Southern California
Chapter and when living in
Arizona had served as
President there, helping to
introduce their successful
Tableau table design event.
She has also served on the
IFDA International Board of
Directors. Karen runs a
successful interior design
business in San Diego.

Ya s u e I s h i k a w a w a s
introduced to IFDA in 2005
when she met NY show
house marketing director
Maureen Klein. Within a
few years Yasue asked for
Maureenʼs help to
introduce IFDA and the
show house idea to Japan.
Since then Yasue founded
the Japan chapter and has
produced several show
houses. Her design firm,
Risa Braire Co., Ltd., has
won many design awards
in the US and Japan.

Maureen Klein discovered
IFDA while an editor at
Womanʼs Day Special
Interest Publications. She
has co-authored Sewing
for the Home books and
collaborated on a PBS
series on the topic. She
has produced designer
show houses and helped
introduce the show house
concept to Japan.
Maureen was an IFDANY
Chapter President and
served on the IFDA
Educational Foundation.

We are very grateful to our international sponsors for their
support of our inaugural exhibition. Without their help,
Take a Seat would not have been possible.

Thank you for viewing our
2013 Take a Seat Folio.

